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“Trails are very important in that they enable us to access
nature... to enjoy the beauty of it.”
-Fred Kizza, Senior Warden-In-Change, Rwenzori Mountains National Park

Photo 3: View over Kidepo Valley National Park
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1.0

OVERVIEW

Trails in East Africa have traditionally been made by the local people moving from one place to
another as part of their everyday lives. Many of these trails have existed for generations. In recent
years, “nature tourism” has grown and increasing numbers of visitors wish to experience the unique
natural areas of East Africa by trail. These visitors bring interests and abilities that are different than
those of traditional trail users, and, therefore, they require different kinds of trails.
This manual is intended for trail planners, managers, designers, and builders to guide them
through the process of designing and constructing a high quality trail that will be attractive to
visitors as well as durable and sustainable with a minimum amount of maintenance. This manual
first addresses what makes a successful trail experience, then describes the trail development
process in three main steps. The steps may seem obvious, but trail planners often try to short-cut
the process to save time and money. This is a false economy because the resulting trail is usually
less successful than envisioned for a variety of reasons.

Figure 1: Planning, design, and construction of trails
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2.0

WHAT MAKES A SUCCESSFUL
TRAIL

Trails are built all over the world; some become famous and others remain obscure. Some trails
provide great visitor excitement and return benefits to the local economies, others do not. What
makes one trail remarkable and another mundane? This chapter will give you some hints about
how to make your trail stand out from the others, how to design and build trails to attract visitors,
and how to make it an important contributor to your community and economy.

1.0

TYPES OF TRAIL USERS AND TRAIL EXPERIENCES

The trail users are anticipated to be visitors who seek diverse, unique experiences in the special
natural areas of East Africa. Trails for these users provide opportunities to feel closer to nature and
to walk, hike, watch birds and wildlife, view scenery, and experience cultures.
Trails for visitors should be constructed differently than traditional trails. Visitor trails may
experience heavy use, often by people who want a comfortable and less physically challenging
experience. These trails should provide a variety of movement and sensory experiences and be
available to community members as well.
A number of criteria should be considered in
the construction of a visitor trail. Most
KNOW THE TRAIL USER GROUPS:
importantly, the visitors’ needs and
What are their interests and abilities?
expectations will need to be balanced with the
specific, environmental conditions of the site.
Visitor trails generally follow three broad categories: Easy, Moderate, and Difficult. These categories
are based on user types and abilities and are intended as a guide. Naturally, exceptions to these
broad categories will arise; for example, a short, steep trail on a densely vegetated, rocky hillside
may provide the only practical access to a popular nearby waterfall.
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Easy Experience Trail

Photo 4: Ecotrust lower boundary access;
easy experience trail

Photo 5: Trail to Geolodge area; moderate
experience trail

Photo 6: Canyon Trail; difficult experience
trail

The distance of an “easy to use” trail typically ranges from 0.5
kilometers up to 5 kilometers, round trip. It may take half an hour
to a few hours to complete. The trail is easy to use for people of
varying abilities and some may provide wheelchair access. The
tread surface is fairly even. Ideal trail grades are flat to 5%,
though grades up to 12% may be used. The trail width is about
one meter (unless on a wider pre-existing trail) and the surface
may be natural or supplemented soils, including gravels.
Constructed features may include boardwalks over wet areas and
interpretive signs and railings at exposed overlooks. This trail is
usually accessed from a visitor center or developed trailhead. It
will be used often by a wide variety of people.
Moderate Experience Trail
The distance of this medium-length trail may be 1.5 kilometers up
to 10 kilometers, round trip. It may take a couple of hours to half
a day to complete. The trail is moderately strenuous and fairly
comfortable to walk along. The tread surface may be somewhat
uneven with the occasional protrusion of roots or rocks.
Generally, moderate trails feature grades up to 15%, with
occasional, short steeper segments. The trail width is about 0.7
meters (unless on a wider pre-existing trail) and the surface may
be natural or supplemented soils, including gravels. Boulders may
be placed for reinforcement. Related features may include
stepping stones across drainages and small trail markers. This trail
is usually accessed from a visitor center, developed trailhead, or
shorter trail. A moderate amount of people will use it.
Difficult Experience Trail
This long trail provides opportunities for full day or overnight
hikes. These trails are usually eight or more kilometers. The trail
often offers a strenuous hiking experience and may gain elevation
quickly. The tread surface may be uneven with occasional to
frequent protrusion of roots or rocks. Generally, these trails
feature grades of up to 20%; short segments may have grades of
30%, depending on the terrain. The trail width is about 0.5 meters
and the surface is usually natural soils. Man-made features are
minimal, unless they are required to manage drainage and
erosion or cross an environmentally sensitive section. This trail is
usually accessed from a less developed trailhead or connects
from another trail. Compared to easy and moderate trails, this
trail will feature fewer people. It should be suitable for guided
groups.
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2.0

MAKING A MEMORABLE TRAIL EXPERIENCE

A trail that is memorable and excites visitors may be
different than a trail used by local community
After walking a successfully shaped
members. Community members usually want to travel
trail, a visitor may say:
by the most direct route to their destination. Visitors,
“Wow! That was an amazing
however, seek to experience and connect with nature.
experience.”
Often, a particular goal defines a visitor’s walk or hike;
for example, visitors may select a trail to watch birds,
observe wildlife, or see a waterfall. The trail needs to be more than a route to those sights; it should
be an attraction in and of itself. In other words, the trail should be more than a means to an end; it
should be an end as well.
The trail designer should seek opportunities to enhance a visitor’s connection with nature through
the placement and shaping of a trail. Techniques to promote connections may include creating
opportunities to:

Photo 7: Pass close to an
attractive rock formation

Photo 8: Approach a beautiful,
shapely tree from the perfect
angle

Photo 9: Place a bench in a
location with a stunning view

A useful technique for a trail designer is to imagine the land through the eyes of a newcomer who
will experience the place for the first time. A trail may invite the visitor into the setting, stimulate
their senses, and reveal surprises along the way. The trail should feel harmonious with the
surrounding environment while also offering hikers the opportunity for recreation.

3.0

THE TRAIL DESIGN TEAM AND SKILLS REQUIRED

A variety of specialized skills are necessary to design an appealing and durable trail. First, the trail
design must account for the elements of the natural environment. These elements include, among
others, the terrain, soils, hydrology, vegetation, and often wildlife habitat. In the field, knowledge
of basic surveying techniques and skill using a clinometer (an optical device used to measure the
slope of the ground) are essential. In the office, knowledge of word processing, spreadsheet
management, drawing, and technical writing are important. A team approach to design is often the
best means to meet these needs. The design team should be assembled at the start of the project
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and should identify those skills that are needed in each of the project phases. The team should
include trainees as well as individuals experienced in trail design and maintenance. On occasion,
the need to include a team member with sufficient experience may require finding an expert from
elsewhere. The following skills and experience are useful:
•

Trail construction and contract preparation

•

In-depth field knowledge and an understanding of the expectations and interests of likely trail
users

•

Knowledge of local species, especially mammals, birds, and vegetation

•

Drawings and specifications preparation

Photo 10: A trail design team works together

4.0

FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE TRAIL DURABILITY

The primary factor that influences trail durability is the manner in which the trail interacts with water. A
trail’s design must be informed by considerations of where water comes from and how water moves
along, across, and off the trail. Important related factors include the trail surface and the soil type, as
well as the slope (for both the trail and the area around the trail).
Several good technical references are available that explain trail tread, trail watersheds, tread materials,
compaction, displacement and erosion (see the references listed in the below box).
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SELECTED TECHNICAL TRAIL REFERENCES
Scott Parker, Troy. Natural Surface Trails by Design. Physical and human design essentials of
sustainable, enjoyable trails. Boulder: Natureshape, LLC. 2004.
Birkby, Robert C. Lightly on the Land: The Student Conservation Association Trail-Building and
Maintenance Manual. Seattle: The Mountaineers, 1996.
Hesselbart, Woody; Vachowski, Brian; Davies, Mary Ann. Trail Construction and Maintenance
Handbook. Missoula: USDA Forest Service Technology and Development Program. 2007.

Photo 11: Water crossings should be designed with consideration for flood events. This
bridge is raised to avoid high water.

5.0

ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS

All good, informed trail design considers the environmental and social factors that define the
landscape of the trail. An ideal starting point for the gathering of such information is consultation with
individuals who have local knowledge. Such individuals may include trail specialists, guides, rangers,
and others who have field experience and particular knowledge of the area. Additional key steps
involve reviewing maps of the area, and examining publicly available aerial or satellite photography;
Google Earth, for example, is an excellent resource.
Understanding the relationship of local communities to the area and identifying ways in which the trail
and trail making may benefit community members are critical elements to successful trail design. The
trail’s location and structure should reflect local variables, especially surrounding land use, access to
the trail, and ways in which the trail may fit into the larger network of trails. The best way to gain a
deep understanding of existing conditions is to spend time in the field. It is generally recommended
that all of this important information be documented in multiple formats, including text, maps, and
photographs.
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The photographs below illustrate a range of environmental conditions that need to be understood for
each site as they influence trail planning and design:

Photo 12: Water (lakes, rivers,
streams, waterholes, wetlands)

Photo 13: Vegetation, Wildlife,
Climate

Photo 14: Historic or Cultural Sites,
Terrain (elevation, slopes), Soils,
Geology
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3.0

PLANNING: DEVELOPING THE
DESIGN NARRATIVE REPORT

A Design Narrative describes a proposed trail project in detail.
Going through the process of writing the Design Narrative ensures
that all the important considerations for a well-designed project
have been considered. This process will help identify potential
problem areas early in the design phase. Without a thorough
Design Narrative, the project may risk cost overruns, design
approaches that do not meet the needs of all stakeholders, and
poorly planned construction methods. The Design Narrative can be
shared with stakeholders, such as community members, tour
operators, and other park staff to inform them of the project. It can
be quickly adapted to make well-documented proposals to potential funders.
The typical Design Narrative includes three, main parts: (1) a description of the project, (2) a
proposed trail map, and (3) a cost estimate. Letters of support for the trail are also valuable
components of the Design Narrative. The preparation of the Design Narrative includes seven main
tasks:
1.

Identify the trail user groups and define a trail theme.

2. Find the best trail location in the field using control points (with the
right mix of features, length, and difficulty).
3. Make a map of the proposed trail and provide supporting images.
4. Develop an approach to project construction.
5. Prepare a preliminary cost estimate.
6. Obtain letters of support from partners.
7. Assemble all of the above into a professional Design Narrative
report.
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1.0

TRAIL USER GROUPS AND TRAIL THEME

Identify and describe the primary trail users’ interests and abilities. For example, the users might be
visitors who like being near water for bird watching, and enjoy low intensity activities.
Decide the difficulty class of the trails based on the aforementioned criteria. For low intensity users,
the difficulty class would be “Easy.” Identify the special feature(s) of the trail, for example, the
purpose of the trail may be to discover honey birds in their natural habitat. Based on this
information, write a Trail Theme that describes the trail experience and guides the project.

Photo 15: Bird watching

Photo 16: Approaching a
waterfall destination

EXAMPLE TRAIL THEME
The managers of a lodge located in a nature reserve would like a new trail that can be used by bird
watchers. The trail should be located near the lodge. In addition, the managers believe that there is
sufficient demand by visitors for a longer, more challenging hike, possibly to a hut about 10 kilometers from
the lodge where visitors may spend the night. The two trails – the easy, bird watching trail and the difficult
trail – could be combined. The ages of the birders will range from the 50s or older. These visitors will desire
a trail that is mostly of an “Easy” level with comfortable grades, a fairly even walking surface, with multiple
opportunities to stop and observe a variety of birds. The final destination may be a viewing blind or an
overlook on a wide section of the river. The total time necessary for a round trip should be about five hours.
The people on a full-day or overnight hike will generally be younger, fitter, and more adventurous and may
include families with children ages eight and up. They seek a trail experience that combines exercise and
outdoors experiences. They will seek a trail of “Moderate” difficulty level with sections of steeper trail
grades and opportunities for a range of interesting experiences along the way. Their destination may be the
overnight hut or simply a long day hike.
Lodge or nature reserve staff will guide all hikers. The local population of hippos and buffalo move through
the area daily and elephants are present seasonally; the trail should be located to respect the habits and
habitat of these animals. A loop trail layout or two, road-accessible trailheads should be considered to
maximize the utility of the trail and minimize back-tracking.
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2.0

FIND A TRAIL LOCATION IN THE FIELD USING CONTROL POINTS

With the trail theme in hand, head out to the field to find a trail location that fulfills the theme. Begin
by finding the positive and negative control points.
Positive Control Points are attractive features that visitors will want to encounter and experience.
These points usually include wildlife viewing sites, birding areas, scenic vistas, beautiful rock outcrops,
streams and lakes, good bridge crossing locations, and other natural and cultural features. Good
locations for trail-related facilities like trailheads, parking areas, viewing platforms, wildlife blinds,
toilets, bridges, benches, and signs are also positive control points. Experiencing these special places
makes a trail unique and memorable. Find ways to use positive control points to the best possible
advantage.
CONTROL POINTS define the trail and
give it character. Take the time to be
thorough in your field scouting!
Negative Control Points are features resource
managers want visitors to avoid. These include
overly steep areas; sensitive or dangerous
habitats; soil zones that are unstable; areas that
require unnecessary, expensive construction;
and private property.
Control points provide a design framework for
the trail. Finding control points usually requires
a substantial amount of time. An ideal first step
in the control point identification process is to
assemble the best maps and aerial imagery
available and draw over them to identify
possible control points. Use contour maps to
find steep areas. Take these maps to the field
and make many notes. A hand-held GPS unit
can be invaluable for locating control points in
the field and then putting them onto a map in
the office. Take photographs to record
important locations, special features, or tricky
areas, and to illustrate the project.

Photo 17: Considering a tall tree as a positive

control point
Be sure to plan enough time for exploratory
hiking to ensure thorough coverage of the
larger trail area, especially since positive control
points are found in unlikely areas. The trail must satisfy as many elements of the trail theme as
possible, while also serving as an inviting and beautiful destination on its own.
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Techniques for designing a trail that visitors will enjoy
It is the trail designer’s job to create a trail that will result in a memorable experience for the visitor.
In addition to using control points, the following are useful techniques for a trail designer to ensure
that a trail is one that visitors will truly enjoy:
•

Design man-made features – like viewing decks and elevated platforms, benches, and steps and
stairs – that fit seamlessly with the environment and that are durable and require minimal
maintenance.

•

Intense rain events create runoff that erodes trails. Be sure to take a sound approach to drainage
and build extra durability into your designs.

•

Use strong landforms or unique vegetation patterns to create a dynamic experience. For
example, a trail along a ridge may be more interesting if it passes from one side of the ridge to
the other, presenting the trail user with constantly changing views.

•

Allow the trail to respond to natural features; for example, dip the trail in response to a small
drainage crossing.

•

Look for opportunities to capture scenic views.

•

Keep the visitor engaged along the trail’s entire length. If a particular segment of the trail does
not include enough engaging features to hold the visitor’s interest then try to insert some
changes from time to time, such as a shift in direction or slope.

Photo 18: The trail winds around the
intricate shapes of tree ferns, creating a
dramatic approach with enticing views of a
stunning waterfall at the trail’s end.
Three Steps to a Successful Trail
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Use a Clinometer to Locate the Trail Centerline
After finding the control points, work with a trail specialist (if possible) to locate and mark a trail
centerline. The time spent determining a trail location that fulfills the trail theme will pay for itself
many times over in lower construction and maintenance costs and high visitor satisfaction.
Trail location is a process of trial and error. It is usually done by
two people – one who scouts ahead (or, the lead) and the other
who walks behind the lead, checking slopes with the clinometer.
The lead places flags along a desirable route, while the person
behind measures slope grades. Back up and try a different route
if a negative control point is encountered. This process takes time
to do well; on difficult terrain, one might only cover 300 meters
per day. The steeper and rougher the terrain, the more difficult it
is to find a good location.
On sloping terrain, ensure that the trail centerline grade does not
exceed the trail standard described in the trail theme. As you
make your way along the trail, always check the trail centerline
grade with a clinometer. Even trail specialists with years of
experience cannot guess trail grades accurately without a
clinometer!

Photo 19: A clinometer

DO NOT submit to the temptation to make the trail too steep!

Skills for Steep Topography
Compared to gently sloping terrain, the design and construction of a trail on steep terrain is
generally more time-consuming, expensive, and difficult. On steep terrain, routes are limited
by the need to gain elevation at a reasonable grade. For example, to connect two
points that are 500 meters apart on fairly flat terrain will take approximately 500
meters (or a little more to allow for curves) of trail. However, if those two
points are also 100 meters apart in height, to connect them with a
maximum 10% grade trail, would require at least 1,000 meters of
trail. As well as having a trail that is twice as long, more trail
construction would likely be required to create climbing
turns and stabilize the steep side slopes. Sometimes
steps need to be created in the trail, or
additional reinforcing with boulders or logs
may be needed on side slopes.
Consider including an
experienced trail specialist
to assist when
designing trails on
steep
ground.
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HOW TO USE A CLINOMETER
TO MEASURE SLOPE
A clinometer, called a “clino” by trail
workers, is an optical device used to
measure the slope of the ground (or,
the “grade”). To use a clinometer, one
looks through the instrument at an
object that is at the exact same eye
height above grade as the user is. The
user then reads the percent scale on
the right side of the device. It is
usually used with a partner and its
effective use requires practice. It is
very difficult to judge the grade of a
section of a trail just by looking.
Always use a clinometer.
Photo 20: A trail specialist uses a clinometer

Figure 2: How to use a clinometer to measure slope
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What is % Slope?
Percent (%) Slope = Rise/Run X 100
FOR EXAMPLE:

Photo 21: The zero line on a
clinometer

HOW TO ZERO OUT THE
CLINOMETER AGAINST A
WORK PARTNER OR A STICK
1.

You and your partner (or
stick) stand on a perfectly
level surface (such as the
floor of a building) facing
each other.

2. Look through the clino and
line up the horizontal line on
zero and remember where
the line falls on your partner
or the stick. Always read the
scale on the right—this is
the percent scale.
3. Use this spot on your
partner for reading grades
with the clinometer. Be sure
to always stand at the break
of the slope.
Figure 3: How to use a clinometer
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Maintain Trail Measurements in a Preliminary Trail Log

Figure 4: Example Project Trail Log

Measure and record the length of each anticipated type of construction along the trail route. This
information is critical to making an accurate cost estimate.
Determine the type and extent of each piece of construction, such as clearing, bench trail
construction, boulder retaining walls, steps, and bridges, among others.
Take a field book and prepare a trail log that records the length of each major kind of construction.
Compose a design narrative that describes results of these construction tasks.

3.0

MAKE A TRAIL MAP AND SUPPORTING IMAGES

The design narrative report should include graphics and photographs that illustrate the proposed
trail. The most important graphic is a map of the approximate trail location. The background for this
map may be an image (e.g., an aerial photograph or a topographic map), if available. Show pertinent
features like rivers, lakes, important vegetation, existing trails, roads, and structures. If GPS is
available, download the trail’s trackline and use it to create and print a map. Add notes that identify
all of the items in the trail theme, and others that are important to the trail experience.

Three Steps to a Successful Trail
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Figure 5: This is an example of a design narrative plan produced using computer graphic technology. Note the
“Map Key” that explains the different line symbols that indicate different types of trails.

4.0

DEVELOP AN APPROACH TO PROJECT CONSTRUCTION

It is beneficial to envision who will build the trail at
this early stage in the process. Select an approach
that provides the best chance of a high quality
product. Determine who is familiar with building
the trail in the desired approach. Often, the method
of construction will be determined from the
available workforce and materials, or vice versa.
Sometimes, a single project requires multiple
contributors; for example, local community
members might build the full-bench trail, but a
private contractor may construct a major bridge.
Determine if those who do contribute to the trail’s
construction will be contractors or employees.
Describe how the project will be administered. Be
sure to answer critical questions, such as: Who will

Photo 22: Considering how to construct the trail
through a bamboo forest
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ensure quality control and handle the construction paperwork? and How will the construction be
managed and inspected – by a contractor or by full-time staff?

5.0

PREPARE A PRELIMINARY COST ESTIMATE

An accurate cost estimate is critical to obtaining sufficient funding to complete a long-lasting and
quality project. Since this is the preliminary phase of the trail design, all of the costs will not be
known, so including a “contingency” factor is appropriate. The cost estimate should provide a
reliable budget if the trail scouting and layout are thorough. Be sure to include the likely higher
costs of constructing a trail in a remote location, as this will require greater costs (e.g., transportation)
than would otherwise be necessary.
The cost estimate includes three main components:
1.

The cost for planning and design can be estimated by multiplying anticipated person hours (e.g.,
labor) by hourly rates for that labor.

2. Construction labor, materials, overhead, and profit estimated in unit cost.
3. Construction administration – the expense of overseeing the work, ensuring quality control, and
managing the paperwork for a contract.
The following chart provides an example of a preliminary cost estimate for a trail project, including
costs for associated trail facilities.
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Figure 6: Example Cost Estimate

6.0

OBTAIN LETTERS OF SUPPORT

Demonstrating strong support for a project helps to cultivate interest and attract project funding.
Frequently, support for a trail project comes from more than one entity. For example, a lodge owner
may be encouraged by a birding enthusiast, who wants to provide initial, “start-up” money to create
a birding trail in the park adjacent to the lodge. The park warden may also be eager to expand bird
watching opportunities. Local community members may be interested in the work opportunities and
long-term economic investment that the trail could provide. Discuss the project with other potential
supporters to find out how they may become involved. For example, a conservation group may wish
to sponsor an interpretive sign about protection of bird habitat. Include letters of support in the
Design Narrative report. These letters hold a good deal influence with potential funders.
Answers to the following questions will help structure a letter of support:
•

Who you are and what your connection is to the larger trail area?
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•

Why do you value the trail project?

•

How will the trail project benefit others?
EXAMPLE LETTER OF SUPPORT
Dear (Name),
I am a member of the (name) community near the Waterfall Hiking Trail. Our local community
members have used this trail for many years. The recently completed lodge has brought more
visitors to the area. The lodge hired several community members, including myself, as hiking
guides for the visitors.
The trail meanders through a marshland area and then up a steep hillside to a beautiful waterfall.
Unfortunately, the trail is currently rather difficult to use; the lower section is too soggy and wet
while the upper section is too steep and beset with erosion. I support the effort to upgrade the
trail. I believe this project will make the trail more comfortable for visitors and it will become a
popular destination in our trail system. An enhanced trail will encourage further tourism and
business opportunities for our community. I am concerned that if this project is not completed, the
trail will degrade further, will be more difficult to use, and the sensitive wetlands around it will be
damaged.
I understand that this is a joint project of several local and international agencies and we are very
appreciative of their assistance. Thank you for your consideration.
Yours truly,
(Name and Affiliation)
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7.0

COMPILE THE FINAL DESIGN NARRATIVE REPORT

Compile the full Design Narrative Report that includes the products from each of the previously
detailed tasks. The complete Design Narrative Report provides a useful method of communicating
the project to stakeholders, community members, design team members and potential funders. It will
form the basis for the next step, Design: Preparing Construction Documents.
EXAMPLE DESIGN NARRATIVE
Rainbow Trail Design Narrative
Prepared: (Date)
By: (List of Preparers)
Introduction
This Design Narrative Report presents a detailed description of the proposed Rainbow Trail. It includes a
discussion of the route and its attractions, the potential trail users, a proposed trail plan, and a cost
estimate.
Summary
The trail will pass through a fascinating assortment of natural environments, including the shores of
Rainbow Lake, savanna grasslands, a salt lick, a large wetland, and steep, rocky terrain with a perennial
stream. The quality of the hiking, birding, and wildlife viewing will draw visitors from organized tours, as
well as independent travelers and residents of the region.
Facilities along the trail will include an elevated wildlife viewing platform at the salt lick, an overnight hut
at the wetland, and viewpoints and resting benches located along the way.
Two segments will compose the trail. The first segment will be 1.6 km long, and align with the standards
of an “Easy” trail. The second segment will be 5.2 km long (total hiking length would be 6.8 km), and align
with the standards of the “Moderate” trail.
Description of Projected Trail Users
The two target audiences for the trail include:
1.

Visitors seeking a half-day guided walking experience where they may observe wildlife, birds, and the
lake shore landscape. These visitors will have diverse interests and hiking abilities: experienced
birders, families with children, safari visitors, and casual visitors. They will prefer a trail designed to an
“Easier” standard. We expect about 5,000 trail users in this group per year.

2.

Visitors seeking a longer, full-day, more strenuous guided hiking experience with potential for an
overnight stay in a hut. These visitors will typically be more physically fit, interested in a more rustic
experience, and will include a high percentage of experienced birders and sophisticated travelers.
They will prefer a trail designed to a “More Difficult” standard. We expect about 2,000 trail users in
this group per year.

Description of Trail Corridor
The trail will be located within an existing park. The trail is located at the end of a park road, about 30 km
from the lodge where most visitors will stay. The trail users will be transported to the site by Park Rangers
or by lodge vehicles. The trail users will be dropped off at Trailhead #1 and picked up at Trailhead #2. A
parking area for two vehicles will be constructed at each trailhead.
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The trail will be designed to pass through a variety of environments to enrich the scenic experience and
maximize wildlife viewing potential. The first portion of the trail will pass through savanna. The trail will
then climb a rock kopje (small hill) before following the lake shore to a viewpoint over a salt lick frequented
by a variety of wildlife. The trail will then end at Trailhead #2.
Natural soil material will compose most of the trail surface; it will be regraded to remove tree roots. Stone
steps and a small bridge will be installed around the rock kopje.
Two wildlife and bird viewing areas will be constructed. At the rock kopje, natural stone benches and a
viewing binocular will be installed. At the salt lick, an elevated viewing platform will provide excellent views
of the lick without disturbing the wildlife.
The trail includes three locations with potential wildlife conflicts. Along the lake shore, at certain times of
day, elephant, buffalo and hippos will cross the trail headed to the lake. Some species of poisonous snakes
can be found on the rock kopjes, while buffalo and other species are often numerous in the vicinity of the
salt lick. The trail will be designed to avoid major animal trails to the maximum extent possible and brush
clearing will be done where necessary to minimize close encounters. All trail users will be accompanied by a
park guide who will provide interpretation and manage trail user/wildlife interactions.
Trail Construction
Community members, on contract with the park, will construct the trail. The contract, which will be overseen
by a community member contractor, will include a formal design of the trail. It is possible that outside
expertise may be needed to construct certain train elements, especially the bridge. A park employee will
inspect and monitor the design and construction.

Maps, Photos and Illustrations Further Explain the Trail Project

Figure 7: Map of trail corridor:
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Photo 23: The beginning of
the trail will be easy hiking
along an existing track

Photo 24: An example of a
viewing hut

Photo 25: The trail will pass
through areas of vegetation
that will need clearing
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4.0

DESIGN: DEVELOPING
CONSTRUCTION
DOCUMENTS

Three steps define the design phase – (1) design and refine the trail’s layout and determine the
means of trail construction (i.e., what kind of design details will be used); (2) stake and survey the
trail, and (3) return to the office to assemble a package that includes all of the information needed
to build the trail to its stated specifications.
The product of the design phase can be used as a construction contract package or to direct a
local crew. The construction package usually includes the following items:
•

Trail Log

•

Trail Map

•

Drawings of trail details

•

Specifications (written
information describing
construction requirements that
complement the drawings)

•

Final Cost Estimate

•

For a construction contract
there will be standard contract
language (often prepared by
contracting specialists)

Photo 26: Refining design drawings

The focus of this phase of work is accurate fieldwork. This section describes the first two tasks that
occur in the field, followed by the third task that is done mostly in the office. The second part of
this section includes commonly used construction details. The information can be adapted to the
skill levels and amount of resources available.
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1.0

TASK ONE: FINE TUNE THE LOCATION IN THE FIELD
WILDLIFE SAFETY:
Avoid narrow winding trails to increase sight distances and limit wildlife encounters.

Tools: Clinometer, flagging tape, panga
Review and improve the route marked during the design narrative phase. Use the previously
mentioned techniques to make the trail interesting. Use the clinometer to measure the slope of the
proposed route. Mark the proposed route with stakes or flagging at every turn, when the kind of
construction changes, or every 10 meters at a minimum. Clear the trail alignment of vegetation if
necessary. Observe the slope guidelines.

2.0

TASK TWO: STAKE AND SURVEY THE ROUTE

Tools: Clinometer, survey stakes and marker, measuring tape, panga, survey book, and pencil
The steps are as follows:
1.

Define trail corridor requirements; for example, provide
additional sight distance for the animals and hikers (see
the trail corridor discussion later in this section).

SLOPE CONSTRUCTION
GUIDELINES
10% or less: Preferred slope for

2. Use the clinometer to measure grades.
3. Mark the preliminary centerline with flagging. Closelyspaced flagging (three to six meters apart) results in a
more precisely located trail. In densely vegetated areas,
it may be necessary to remove brush to establish the
centerline.
4. Identify natural platforms for climbing turns or
switchbacks (see the discussion on climbing turns and
switchbacks later in this section).
5. Place a stake in the ground at:

natural surface trails; minimal
construction cost, easiest to hike
and maintain.
10% to 15%: Acceptable slope for

most trails, will require slightly
more maintenance.
15% to 20%: Upper range for

natural-surface trails. Expect
significant erosion.
20% to 40%: Too steep for natural

-

each turn in the trail’s horizontal alignment

-

each place where the type of construction changes;
for example, changes from full bench to steps

surface trails, will need more
expensive stone armoring,
concrete or steps.

-

each constructed feature, like a bench or a viewing
platform

40%-60%: Staircases; concrete, steel,
or stone.

-

critical places, such as proximity to trees, that should
be protected

Above 60%: Steep staircases or
ladders.
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Be sure to locate the trail in such a way that allows for water to easily drain off of it (rather than
run down the trail). Create grade reversals and outsloped tread.
6. Write the “station” on the stakes. The station is the approximate distance in meters and
centimeters from the reference point (usually the beginning of the project).
7. Measure the distance between each stake and write it in the survey book. Then add the
distance to the previous station and mark that number on the new station.
8. Record the measurements in a field book and develop a trail log.
STATION:
A station is one segment of a trail with like construction, usually between two
stakes.

Photo 27: Measuring the trail. The outslope
needs improvement.

Photo 28: Determining a trail alignment.
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KEY TO A TRAIL LOG:
STA BEGIN: Beginning station. Needs to correlate to field staking. Units in meters
DIST AHEAD: Distance ahead. Units in meters
STA END: Ending station. Equals STA BEGIN + DIST AHEAD
WORK ITEM: Type of construction, such as steps, full bench, rest area
QTY: Quantity
NOTES: Information that will help the contractor know what to do, how to do it, and where to do it

Figure 8: Example Trail Log

3.0

TASK THREE: PREPARE DRAWINGS, SPECIFICATIONS AND COST ESTIMATE

Most trail projects need drawings and specifications – or, design documents – that clearly
communicate the means of trail construction and other, related considerations to the contractor or
trail crew. The process of developing the drawings will help everyone involved to appreciate how
the trail will be built. The design documents may be developed specifically for the project or they
may be modeled on a range of other sources, including previous trail contracts, online sources, or
agency specialists, provided they accurately address the current project. The drawings do not need
to be elaborate, but they must present as much critical information as possible without confusion.
The drawing below was developed specifically for the location, was measured on site, and has been
documented by hand.
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Figure 9: This hand drawn trail design detail communicates how to construct the trail to the viewpoint.
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Design documents are necessary to ensure the
following:
•

•

•

Allow the responsible person to ensure that
management goals have been accurately
translated into a project proposal.
Provide a clear and effective means to
communicate expectations and procedures to
the construction team.
Permit the responsible official to determine if
the finished trail is acceptable.

The design documents include:
•

•

Trail log, design drawings/sketches, and trail
map that show what is required and where it will
be located.
Written specifications that state precise
requirements for materials and standards of
workmanship to be met during construction.
Consider requiring a representative sample for
complex, repeatable work items (e.g., concrete
steps). Specify that the representative sample
must be approved before constructing more of
these work items.

EXAMPLE SPECIFICATIONS
CONTENTS:
•

Mobilization

•

Submittals

•

Construction Layout

•

Clearing and Grubbing

•

Demolition

•

Site Improvements

•

Planting

•

Cast-in-Place Concrete

•

Metal Fabrications

•

Rough Carpentry

•

Stains and Finishes

•

Signs

•

Vault Toilet

•

Excavation and Fill

• Aggregate and Stone
After the design is complete, conduct a “plan-in• Culverts
hand” ground review with the design documents
and, afterwards, make any needed changes. Finalize the trail log, plans, and specifications.
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These technical construction drawings were prepared with the digital drawing program, Autocad.

Figure 10: A plan

Figure 11: Detail sections
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EXAMPLE SPECIFICATIONS SECTION:
SECTION 31230: EXCAVATION AND FILL
PART 1 – GENERAL
1.1

DESCRIPTION

1.1.1
This work shall consist of excavation and shaping of earth, rock and gravel in locations noted
on the plans. Work includes excavation of drainage features, excavation of unsuitable material,
embankment construction, excavation for footings and toilet vault, and disposal of excavated material
necessary for the completion of construction.
PART 2 – MATERIALS
2.1
2.1.1

EMBANKMENT MATERIAL
Provide material in accordance with FP-03.

PART 3 – EXECUTION
3.1

CLEARING AND GRUBBING

3.1.1
Clearing and grubbing shall be accomplished before excavation or embankment placement
begins.
3.2

EXCAVATION

3.2.1
Excavate as required to accommodate the new construction. Establish subgrade to an elevation
below the finished grade to accommodate embankment and surfacing as specified and detailed on the
plans.
3.3

GRADING

3.3.1
Uniformly grade areas within all work areas and establish natural transitions to adjacent
undisturbed surfaces as approved. Finish surfaces free from irregularities and abrupt changes in grade.
END OF SECTION

Design Development Cost Estimate
Create a cost estimate based on the final design. Begin with the cost estimate from the design
narrative phase and update it with accurately measured lengths of trail segments and types of trail
construction. Use the design drawings and details to develop more specific types and quantities of
materials.
Be sure to refine any transportation costs and the additional costs of working in remote and
challenging environments (e.g., setting up a work camp). Use this information to develop the unit
prices. Review the construction plan and the anticipated number of people involved. When
determining costs for labor, consider the complexity of the work, and whether the work requires
skilled labor (e.g., bridges or concrete work). Skilled laborers usually require higher wages.
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Figure 12: Example Cost Estimate Sheet

4.0

COMMONLY USED TRAIL CONSTRUCTION ELEMENTS

The following are design details and guidelines for some of the more often used trail elements.
These can be used as references to develop the details for your project. Many books and online
sources include helpful drawings and specifications (see the Further Reading section at the end of
the manual). The trail construction process will often include other team members who may design
structures related to the trail. Be sure to have a firm understanding of “who does what” amongst
the trail construction team; multiple contracts may be necessary, depending on the scope of work.

Shaping the Trail Corridor
The trail corridor includes the trail’s tread (walking surface), and the area above and to the sides of
the tread. The edges of the trail corridor are the clearing limits. It is important to establish clearing
limits, so that visitors can see the trail and walk the trail in relative comfort, without interference
from objects like brush, boulders, or fallen trees. To establish the clearing limits, trim vegetation
and remove obstacles. In addition to the travel surface, the trail corridor contains the positive
(viewpoints or waterfalls) and functional (climbing turns or stream crossings) control points. The
needs of the trail users, the trail’s environment, and the challenge level of the trail will largely
determine the dimensions of the trail corridor. Walking trails that are on level terrain should
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normally be cleared by up to one meter on both sides of the tread’s centerline. Within 300 mm of
the edge of the tread, clear plant material and debris all the way to the ground. Beyond 500 mm
from the edge of the tread, clear plants that are taller than about 500 mm. Remove fallen trees to
the clearing limit.

Photo 29: Wood boardwalk
over wet areas

Photo 30: Concrete steps on
steep slopes

Photo 31: Natural soil on
flatter areas

On moderate to steep side slopes, consider using carefully placed objects adjacent to the trail to
guide visitors to stay on the tread. Downed logs, rocks, and limbed trees can be left or placed near
the lower edge of the tread. Ensure that the objects do not interfere with travel, and do not
impede drainage.
Feather or meander the edges of the corridor so they appear to be natural. Avoid creating
corridors with unnaturally straight edges. Cut the vegetation close to the ground (not in midair)
and scatter the cleared materials as far as practical so they are not visible in the surrounding
landscape. Avoid creating unnatural mounds of cleared material.

Clearing Vegetation
Clearing vegetation is usually the first step in trail building.
The extent of clearing is called the “clearing limits,” which is
expressed as the cleared distance from the centerline of
the trail, both horizontally (to the sides) and vertically
(above the trail). Some trails may have wider than normal
clearing limits, particularly in areas where the vegetation
grows quickly or where the presence of dangerous plants,
insects, or wildlife make a wider distance desirable. Larger
trees should be preserved both in the interest of reducing
labor and costs and in preserving the natural feel and
composition of the landscape. Consider using clearing as a
tool to provide for better access to dramatic views.
Figure 13: Trail Corridor Diagram
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Build Trails Around Trees
In forested areas, preserving healthy trees by protecting them from damage during trail
construction is important. Mature trees are often a significant feature of the trail. Preserving their
health is worth the extra effort. When trees grow on hillsides, locate the trail to pass above the tree
where there are usually fewer roots to be cut. Sometimes it helps to install a step or two to route
visitors around a tree and minimize excavation near the roots. It is often possible to excavate
carefully around the tree’s roots, leaving them intact so that they form steps and support the trail.
Stones placed precisely to fit between exposed tree roots will help prevent erosion. Remove dead
trees and branches that overhang the trail. Cut the tree stumps near the ground and consider
covering cut stumps with soil or vegetation or cutting the top at an angle to make it look as if the
tree died of natural causes.

Reduce Erosion through Proper Drainage
The installation of sufficient drainage is probably the most important factor in minimizing trail
maintenance and promoting trail durability. Drainage systems must be constructed to handle the
heaviest potential runoff; otherwise, the trail may be damaged by a sudden, heavy rainfall. In some
locations, climate change is affecting rainfall patterns, making future drainage requirements
uncertain. The best way to properly tune a drainage plan is to walk the trail during intense rainfall
events to see exactly how and where water affects the trail. Mark the locations where drainage
ditches, dips, and other drainage improvements are needed while the water flows.

Figure 14: Illustration of a “rolling dip” or “grade reversal”

Provide Outslope
All trails constructed on side slopes should be designed to slope outwards (outslope) at a fall of
three to five percent to shed water to the side. The trail itself should typically not serve as a
drainage channel or waterway. Where the terrain allows, trails that are designed with “rolling dips”
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or “grade reversals” are the easiest to drain, but this design approach may not be suitable for
locations where the trail must gain elevation quickly.
Trails on flat ground are often the most difficult trails to design water drainage for because there is
no slope to take the water away. One technique is to raise the trail by amassing soil or base
material beneath it, so that the trail is slightly higher than the surrounding ground. Ditches located
on the uphill side of the trail are effective, but they require periodic maintenance to remove soil
and vegetation that can clog them, and they require substantially more excavation than a simple
full-bench trail.

Figure 15: Full bench construction diagram

How to Construct a Full-Bench Trail
A full-bench trail is constructed by cutting the full width of the tread into the hillside. Use the
following procedure to construct a full-bench trail with a strong, durable, and low-maintenance
trail foundation.
•

Once clearing limits are established, replace flags on the centerline.

•

At each centerline flag, identify the distance to the back side of the trail and swing your digging
tool into the hillside to create the backside of the trail bench. Initially the backslope will be
steep. The backslope needs to be shaped to an angle that ensures stability and prevents
sloughing, generally the angle of repose of the soil. The backslope angle depends on the type
of soil and how quickly vegetation can re-establish on the slope. As construction progresses,
the backslope angle may need to be adjusted.

•

Scratch a line between all the backslope marks. On the downhill side of the trail, scratch a line
about 300 mm away from the centerline.

•

Remove all plant material and debris from between the established lines. Scatter the waste
material so that it does not attract attention or create drainage issues.
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•

Excavate the backslope to create a full-bench trail. Shape the backslope at a stable angle, until
loose material does not fall down onto the trail. Stabilize the backslope by compacting with the
back of a hoe.

•

Ensure that all excavated soil is cast as far as possible from the trail. Soil left along the edge of
the trail may create a berm that will trap water.

•

Shape the tread. Easier trails should have a smooth tread surface - rocks should be removed to
a depth of at least 100 mm. Challenging trails can be rougher.

•

Construct the outslope for good drainage. Outsloped tread is lower on the downhill side, to
allow water to naturally move across the trail. Three percent is the minimum outslope and five
percent outslope is recommended. If you can feel your ankles rolling downhill, the outslope is
too great.

•

Compact the entire tread with the back of a hoe. If you don’t compact the tread, trail users will
naturally compact the center of the tread, creating a rut that will funnel water down the middle
of the trail.

About Climbing Turns (and Switchbacks)
Climbing turns and switchbacks are used to reverse the direction of
travel on hillsides and to gain elevation quickly. Creating these
elements is time consuming and costly. Therefore, plan the trail
carefully to reduce the need for climbing turns and switchbacks.
Climbing turns and switchbacks require skill to locate and construct.
Choosing when and where to create one is not easy. Turns must be
easier, more obvious, and more convenient for the trail user to walk
along than any alternative routes. If not, users will take shortcuts that
will result in erosion and trail deterioration.
Well-designed climbing turns are built so that the upper and lower
legs of the trail are not visible from each other. Avoid building sets of
turns on open hillsides, unless the terrain is very steep. Avoid
building turns, or the connecting legs between turns, on or across a
ridge.
Photo 32: A full bench trail cut
into the natural slope
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Figure 16: Build climbing turns on a full bench trail bed and install
steps at turns where grade exceeds 15 or 20%

How to Construct a Climbing Turn
•

A climbing turn is a reversal in direction that maintains the entrance and exit grades going
through the turn without a constructed landing. The advantage of climbing turns is the relative
ease of construction. Climbing turns are also less costly than switchbacks because less
excavation is required and fill is not needed.

•

Climbing turns have a wider turn radius than switchbacks and are used on gentle slopes,
typically 15 percent or less. Ideally, the maximum sideslope for a climbing turn is seven percent.
Climbing turns work best when terrain or vegetation screens the view of travelers coming down
the upper approach toward the turn. A climbing turn is built on the slope surface, and where it
turns it climbs at the same rate as the slope itself. If steps are constructed around the turn, the
trail grade may increase.

•

The tread at each end of the climbing turn should be full-bench construction, matching the
approaches. As the turn reaches the fall line (the direct line up or down a slope), less material
will be excavated. In the turn, the tread should not require excavation other than that needed
to reach mineral soil.

•

To prevent shortcutting, design the trail to turn around natural obstacles or place guide
structures along the inside edge of the turn. An ideal location for a climbing turn is through
dense vegetation. Always construct grade reversals at both the uphill and downhill approaches,
to keep water off the turn.
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Figure 17: Example of a well-located trail and climbing turns

Non-native Materials for Trail Construction
Selecting materials usually involves the consideration of performance, durability, availability, cost,
aesthetics, and appropriateness of the material to the site. Materials that are obtained from the
site – for example, natural soils for tread, or site boulders for retaining – usually provide the most
aesthetically pleasing, inexpensive, and appropriate choices. However, site materials may not
provide sufficient functionality or durability for the intended use – for example, downed timber
used to retain the trail may be devoured by termites, thus it may be necessary to consider other
choices.
Materials in order of decreasing durability are rock, concrete, galvanized steel, standard steel, and
wood. Certain rock types are more durable than others. Be aware of the following requirements:
•

Concrete: Ensure concrete is mixed with the proper ratio of cement to sand to water.

•

Steel: Minimize the number of holes drilled in steel, because each hole represents an
opportunity for water to enter and begin the rusting process. If standard steel is used, ensure
an uninterrupted layer of paint is maintained at all times, to minimize rust.
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• Wood: Wood should be from tree species known to
be decay resistant (e.g., ironwood or eucalyptus). Other
desirable tree species are those that are structurally
strong, grow straight, do not easily check or split, and
have few knots. Wood should be treated in the field with
an effective insecticide, especially where it contacts the
ground. Termites and decay are two common challenges
with wood that comes into contact with the ground.

How to Construct Steps
Steps should be used where the trail grade ranges from
25 percent to 50 percent and where steps will be
consistent with the character of the trail and user
expectations. Step materials may be rock, concrete, or
logs.
• Build stairways from the bottom up, starting at a
break in the grade. The most common mistake is to start
above the break in the grade. Building a stair above the
break in the grade may result in a “washed out” trail or
erosion below the stairs.
•

Minimum step width is 750 mm.

• For all steps, the key is to use the largest material
possible and to seat it as deeply as possible.

Photo 33: On very steep slopes, building a
structural element like a staircase can
cause less impact than working with the
natural soils

• The bottom step should be constructed on a solid,
excavated footing. If the step is constructed on top of
exposed rock, it should be well connected to the footing,
for example with rebar pins.
•

Each successive step is placed atop the previous.

• Use mineral soil as fill material. Compact fill material
with a hoe or boot.

•

The top of the step should be stable and provide secure footing.

•

The face of each step should not slope back too far.

•

If the stairway climbs straight up the hill, each step should be slightly “crowned” to drain water
to the edges, or be sloped slightly to one side.

•

If the trail traverses a slope, each step and landing should be outsloped slightly between 2%
and 5%.
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•

Water should not be allowed to descend very far down a set of steps or to collect on the
landing. A grade reversal or drain dip is a good idea where the trail approaches the top of the
steps.

•

The run or length of the step needs to follow the slope to avoid a pedestaled embankment.

STEP TERMINOLOGY:
Rise: The height of the face of each step, 150 to 200 mm.
Run: The distance from the edge of one step to the base of the
next step’s face, 250 mm, minimum. Could be greater on shallow
slopes.
Landing (on easier grades): The extension of the run above the
step.
Guide objects: Rocks or other obstacles placed alongside steps to
encourage users to stay on the steps.

Photo 34: Visitors to Murchison Falls
descend a short flight of steps

AVOID MAKING THE TRAIL TOO STEEP! If there is no other route, use steps in steep areas.

Rock Step Construction Practices
•

Rocks should be solid and rectangular.

•

Bury the rocks in the ground for stability, and so that the
treads and risers are fairly regular heights.

Concrete Step Construction Practices
There are many ways to build concrete steps. For example,
steps may be made of poured concrete, or formed of local
stone and covered with concrete, then troweled together.
•

Assess locally available resources to determine the best
materials to use with the concrete.

•

Talk with your local concrete expert to determine the best
mix of sand, cement, and water.

•

The last step is to trowel the finished surfaces.

Photo 35: Measure tread height and
width

Photo 36: Use solid even stone steps
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Figure 18: Stone steps

Log Step Construction Practices
•

Minimum log diameter: 300
mm.

•

Minimum log length: Tread
width plus 600 mm.

•

Embed the log into the
ground up to half its
diameter deep.

•

On a side hill, embed the log
300 mm into the bank.

•

Roughly shape the surface of
the tread to provide a
comfortable walking surface.

•

Notch log for stakes.

•

Stakes: length: 450 mm,
Figure 19: Log steps detail
diameter: 50 mm. Sharpen
the thicker end that goes into
the ground. If possible, fasten stakes to log with nails.
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How to Build a Shallow Stream Crossing

Photo 37: Shallow crossing for a small stream using
rock reinforced sides

The design and construction of stream and
river crossings need to balance a broad suite
of characteristics, including visitor ability,
safety, convenience, cost, environmental
consequences, durability, and aesthetics. The
construction of a bridge over streams with
small to moderate flows is often
unnecessary. Compared to a bridge, a
shallow stream crossing provides an easy,
convenient, and less cost- and laborintensive means for hikers to cross a
waterway.

•

A shallow stream crossing may be a reinforced surface that is at the level of the stream bed. It
may last for decades with minimal maintenance, and will be easy to use.

•

The idea behind a shallow stream crossing is to provide solid footing at a consistent depth
from one bank to the other. Most crossings are designed to be used just during low to
moderate flows.

•

A crossing for hikers should be no deeper than 400 to 600 millimeters (about knee high) during
most of the use season.

•

Crossings should be located in wider, shallower portions of the stream. The approaches should
climb a short distance above the typical high water line so that water is not channeled down
the tread. Avoid locations where the stream turns, because the water will undercut approaches
on the outside of a turn.

•

Stepping-stones or rocks can be placed to provide tread for crossing.
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Figure 20: Example of rock stepping stones placed to provide a shallow stream crossing

Other Structures Related to Trails
Several other, important structures may be needed for the trail that are not directly related to the
trail tread or located within the trail corridor. These structures may include retaining walls, benches,
hides, viewing platforms, binoculars, huts, signs, and markers. Information on these structures is
available through other sources (see Further Reading).

Photo 38: Bridges are larger
structures that may become part of
the trail system at water crossings

Photo 39: Lookout towers are
structures that may be
incorporated at viewing areas
along the trail

Photo 41: It is good practice to have
an informational and directional
sign at the start of the trail
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5.0

CONSTRUCTION: MANAGING
THE TRAIL BUILDING
PROCESS
The construction management phase is when the trail
construction occurs. Successful implementation depends on
clear communication and sufficient project inspection in the
field. The construction process is described in this section
under two main headings:
1.

Prepare and Award the Contract

2. Administer Project Construction

1.0

PREPARE AND AWARD A CONTRACT

Your organization may already have contracting protocols
in place. If so, consult them early in the process. If not, the
following is a summary of the process.

Task 1: Put the contract in writing
3. Always put the trail construction contract in writing.
The contract does not need to be complicated; the
complexity of the contract depends on the complexity of
the project. At a minimum, it will address:
Photo 40: A team constructs a full bench
trail

4. Timeline: The project inception and completion date
5. Cost: The agreed upon price

6. Payment: The payment schedule (e.g., pay every month, at certain milestones, or at project
completion)
7. Deliverables: A summary of the work the contractor will provide, and what the owner (the
agency) will provide (including materials, oversight, tools)
8. Details: The design drawings and specifications
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Task 2: Determine either a “Labor Hours” or
“Fixed Price” Contract
Most contracts are structured on a Labor Hours
(also called Time and Materials) or a Fixed Price
basis.

CONTROL QUALITY!
Time invested to make sure the project is
built correctly will result in a long-lasting
trail.

Labor Hours
Under a Labor Hours agreement, the contract establishes
the rate per hour or per day for labor. The cost of
materials, if any, are reimbursed to the contractor. This
kind of contract is best suited for relatively straightforward
work, like clearing, brushing, or digging in the trail. It is
simple to write and understand. Labor Hours contracts are
often negotiated with community members. A Labor
Hours contract may have less detailed design drawings
and specifications and the work may be marked on the
ground (e.g., in a simple project, like brushing out).
Fixed Price
Under a Fixed Price contract, the contractor is responsible
for completing the finished project as described in the
drawings and specifications, usually including materials,
supplies, and tools. Fixed Price contracts are usually made
with established contractors and are for more complicated
work or larger projects than those typically pursued under
Photo 41: Gabions installed for the trail
Labor Hours contracts.
surface

Task 3: Select the Best Value Contractor
Consider awarding the contract to the contractor that offers the best value, not just the contractor
that offers the lowest bid. Ask the potential contractors to supply references for previous work.
Examine examples of their completed projects. Rate the contractors based on their
recommendations and quality of their past performance, as well as their price.
Award the contract to the contractor with the highest overall rating. The contract will be between
the contractor and the agency authorizing and administering the work.

2.0

ADMINISTER THE CONTRACT DURING CONSTRUCTION

The construction phase of work is when the trail project moves from a well-documented idea to an
actual, physical trail in its setting. Consistent contract administration is important to achieving the
trail project that has been envisioned, staked, and documented.
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Task 1: The Role of the Project Manager
There should be a single point of contact between
the contractor and the agency administering the
work to minimize confusion: the Project Manager.
The ideal Project Manager is familiar with the
project and the site, is available and capable of
going to the field to inspect the work, does not
have a conflict of interest with the contractor, and
understands the budget.
The Project Manager may be the person who
inspects the work of the contractor in the field, or
another individual may be appointed to be the
Inspector. An ideal Inspector is experienced in
construction techniques, understands the
contract, and can maintain a good rapport with
the contractor.

Task 2: Hold a Pre-Work Meeting
The intent of the pre-work meeting is to ensure
the contractor understands the scope of work, has
established procedures for staging the project in a
sustainable way, and for the Project Manager to
Photo 42: A full bench trail in construction
address questions or request clarification from the
contractor.
This meeting is held after selecting a contractor, but before beginning the work. The Project
Manager will meet with the contractor to review the contract requirements and to ensure there are
no misunderstandings. Discuss work that may be unusual, difficult, or that may have timing or
other challenges.

COMMUNICATE CLEARLY! Avoid unnecessary mistakes in construction.

Task 3: Inspect the Work and Address Problems
Throughout the construction phase, go to the project site regularly with your contract in hand, to
inspect the ongoing work and identify potential problems before they become serious. Always
refer to the contract documents. The documents form the basis for evaluation of the constructed
work. The constructed work should be consistent with the contract documents. If changes to the
design are needed, prepare a written contract modification to record what the change is and to
negotiate a time or cost adjustment, if required.
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EXAMPLE PUNCH LIST
Site Memorandum – Punch List
TO: Contractor (Name)
FROM: Project Administrator (Name)
COPY TO: Client Organization (Name)
PROJECT: Cascade Trail
DATE: May 15, 2014
TIME: 10:00 to 11:00
WEATHER: Overcast; 60 degrees
ATTENDEES: Project Administrator (Name); Contractor (Name)
The Contractor and I walked the Cascade Trail Project Site on a final inspection. The project is
95% complete with the following items to be addressed and finalized:
1.

Remove the remaining pile of gravel from project site

2. Trim the overhanging limbs of the tree at location 12+15
3. Cut limbs at the connection with the primary tree trunk
4. Correct the outslope on trail segment 5+27 to 6+05 to be 5%
Per the Contractor, these items will be complete and ready for inspection within a week.
Contractor to notify Project Administrator when ready.
END OF NOTES

Task 4: Make a Final Inspection and Prepare a Punch list
When the work is almost complete, inspect the entire scope of work based on the contract and
prepare a project punch list. A punch list is a written list of all work that is not in compliance with
the contract and needs to be fixed before the project is considered complete and final payment is
made. Be sure to withhold enough of the payment to motivate the contractor to complete the
work properly.
When the work is satisfactory and complete, issue a written letter that accepts the work, and
releases the contractor from further obligations. Make the final payment and release any funds
held.
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EXAMPLE ACCEPTANCE LETTER

June 15, 2014
Dear Contractor (Name)
Re: Cascade Trail Construction Completion Acceptance Letter
I have reviewed the project site and the items on the punch list of May 15, 2014. The punch
list has been completed satisfactorily. I accept the Cascade Trail Project Completion and
release the Contractor from further obligations.
Yours truly,
(Name), Site Administrator
(Name) Client Organization

Photo 43: Entering Rwenzori Gateway
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Photo 44: Clearing the Valley View Trail at Ruboni
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6.0

GLOSSARY

Includes definitions from “Trails, Greenway, and Outdoor Recreation Terms”, compiled and edited
by Jim Schmid at http://www.americantrails.org/glossary.html and International Mountain Biking
Association. Trail Solutions: IMBA’s Guide to Building Sweet Singletrack. Boulder: Johnson Printing,
2004.
Aggregate: Material made up of crushed stone or gravel used as trail surfacing, base course, or in
concrete mixes.
Alignment: The layout of the trail in horizontal and vertical planes. It includes the bends, curves, and
ups and downs of the trail. The more the alignment varies, the more challenging the trail.
Anchor: An object, such as a stone, that defines the sides of the trail, helping to keep users in the center
of the tread. Also a large stone that holds other stones in place.
Armoring: Reinforcement of a surface with rock, stone, concrete or other “paving” material.
Backslope: The cut bank along the uphill side of the trail extending upward from the tread.
Bench Cut: A relatively flat, stable surface (tread) on a hillside made by excavation. When excavated
often referred to as full, half, or partial bench.
Berm: A mound made of fill material including earth.
Boardwalk: A fixed planked structure, usually built on sills or posts in areas of erodable or wet soil.
Borrow: Fill material obtained from other locations.
Brushing: The process of clearing the trail corridor of plants, trees, and branches, which could impede
the progress of trail users.
Centerline: An imaginary line marking the center of the trail. During construction, the centerline is
usually marked by placing a row of flags or stakes.
Clearing: Removal of windfall trees, roots, leaning trees, loose limbs, wood chunks, etc. from both the
vertical and horizontal trail corridor.
Clearing Limits: The cleared distance from the centerline of the trail, both horizontally (to the sides)
and vertically (above the trail).
Climbing Turn: A turn to reverse direction that doesn’t have a constructed platform or landing. Often
steps are constructed in the steepest part of a climbing turn. The upper and lower legs of a climbing turn
are generally joined by a short section of trail that lies directly in the fall line.
Clinometer: A hand-held instrument used for measuring trail grade. The user sights through the
clinometer to a reference (usually a second person) and reads the measurement directly from the
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internal scale. Slope measurement for trail work is usually expressed in percent slope rather than in
degrees.
Contour Line(s): A line on a topographic map connecting points of the land surface that have the same
elevation.
Control Points: Places that influence where a trail goes. The beginning and end of the trail are basic
control points. Positive control points are places you want trail users to visit. Negative control points are
places you want users to avoid.
Crown (Crowning): A method of trail construction where the center portion of the tread is raised to
allow water to disperse to either side of the trail.
Crusher Fines: Very fine crushed stone which once wetted and compacted creates a smooth hard trail
surface for high-use areas.
Culvert: A pipe- or box-like construction of wood, metal, plastic, or concrete that conveys water under a
trail.
Cut and Fill: The process of removing soil from one area and placing it elsewhere to form a base for any
given activity.
Difficulty Levels (Ratings): A subjective rating of degree of challenge a trail presents based on an
average user with average physical abilities and skills. Difficulty is a function of trail condition and route
location factors such as alignment, steepness of grades, gain and loss of elevation, and amount and kind
of natural barriers that must be crossed. Weather conditions may increase the level of difficulty.
Dip (Grade Dip, Drainage Dip, Rolling Dip): See Grade Reversal.
Drainage: The way in which water flows downhill and/or off the trail.
Drainage Ditch (Ditching): Open ditches running parallel to the trail tread that collect water and carry
it away from the site.
Drip line: The area defined by the outermost circumference of a tree canopy where water drips from
onto the ground.
Duff: A matted layer of decaying organic plant matter (leaves, needles, etc.) of forested soils. It is highly
absorbent and quickly erodes under traffic.
Ecosystem: A system formed by the interaction of living organisms, including people, with their
environment. An ecosystem can be of any size, such as a log, pond, field, forest, or the earth’s biosphere.
Elevation: The height of a place (mountain or other landmark) given in the number of feet or meters
above sea level.
Erosion: The natural process of wearing down and removing rock and soil by wind and water. Trail
erosion can be accelerated by a combination of trail users, water and gravity.
Fall Line: Direction water flows down a hill (path of least resistance). Constructing a trail on the fall line
encourages water to run down the trail.
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Fill (Material): Gravel or soil used to fill voids in trail tread and to pack behind retaining walls and other
structures.
Fill Slope: Area of excavated material cast on the downslope side of trail cut (also called embankment).
Flagging: Thin ribbon used for marking during the location, design, construction, or maintenance of a
trail project.
Flagline: Flagging, tied to trees, indicating the intended course of a trail prior to construction.
Full Bench: Where the total width of the trail tread is excavated out of the slope and the trail tread is
entirely on unexcavated soil and contains no compacted fill material.
Gabion Baskets: Rectangular containers (usually made of heavy galvanized wire) that can be wired
together, and then filled with stones to make quick retaining walls for erosion control.
Geographic Information System (GIS): A spatial database mapping system (computer and software)
that contains location data for trails and other important features.
Global Positioning System (GPS): A system of earth orbiting satellites transmitting signals
continuously towards the earth that enables users of receiving devices to determine their exact location.
GPS can be used to map trail locations and data gathered can be downloaded into GIS database systems.
Grade Reversal (Drainage Dip): A reverse in the trail grade – usually a short dip followed by a rise –
that allows water to flow off the trail to the downhill side. Frequent grade reversals are a desirable
element of trail design where terrain allows.
Gravel: Stone particles ranging from 5mm to 70mm in diameter.
Landscape: The sum total of the characteristics that distinguish a certain kind of area on the earth’s
surface and give it a distinguishing pattern in contrast to other kinds of areas.
Landscape Character: The arrangement of a particular landscape as formed by the variety and
intensity of the landscape features and the four basic elements of form, line, color, and texture. These
factors give the area a distinctive quality which distinguishes it from its immediate surroundings.
Landscape Features: The land and water form, vegetation, and structures which compose the
characteristic landscape.
Mineral Soil: The layers of the subsoil relatively free of organic matter.
Outslope (Outsloping): A method of tread grading that leaves the outside edge of a hillside trail lower
than the inside to shed water.
Retaining Wall (Revetment, Cribwall, Cribbing): Structure used at a grade change to hold the soil
on the up-hill side from slumping, sliding, or falling; usually made of log or stone. Also used to provide
stability and strength to the edge of a trail.
Riparian Habitat: A habitat that is strongly influenced by water and that occurs adjacent to streams,
shorelines, and wetlands.
Riprap: A layer of large stones placed on a slope to stabilize a slope.
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Sideslope: The natural slope of the hillside measured on the fall line.
Sloughing: The process of shedding material. Material from the area of the backslope falling on the
trailbed.
Switchback: A sharp turn in a trail (usually constructed on a slope of more than 15%) to reverse the
direction of travel and to gain elevation. The landing is the turning portion of the switchback. The
construction of a proper switchback requires walls. See also Climbing Turn.
Trailbed: The finished surface on which base course or surfacing may be constructed. For trails without
surfacing, the trailbed is the tread.
Trailhead: An access point to a trail or trail system from a road or other means of access, often
accompanied by various public facilities, such as parking areas, toilets, water, directional and
informational signs, and a trail use register.
Trail Corridor: The full dimensions of the trail, including the tread, an area on either side of the tread,
and the space overhead, that need to be cleared of brush and obstacles.
Trail Log: An inventory of physical features along or adjacent to a trail. An item-by-item, length-bylength record of trail features and facilities or improvements on a specific trail.
Tread (Treadway): The actual surface portion of a trail upon which users travel.
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7.0
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